As for the humanoid robots, the internal noise, which is generated by motors, fans and mechanical components when the robot is moving or shaking its body, severely degrades the performance of the speech recognition accuracy. In this paper, a novel speech recognition system robust to ego-noise for humanoid robots is proposed, in which on/off state of the motor is employed as auxiliary information for finding the relevant input features. For this, we consider the bottleneck features, which have been successfully applied to deep neural network (DNN) based automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. When learning the bottleneck features to catch, we first exploit the motor on/off state data as supplementary information in addition to the acoustic features as the input of the first deep neural network (DNN) for preliminary acoustic modeling. Then, the second DNN for primary acoustic modeling employs both the bottleneck features tossed from the first DNN and the acoustics features. When the proposed method is evaluated in terms of phoneme error rate (PER) on TIMIT database, the experimental results show that achieve obvious improvement (11% relative) is achieved by our algorithm over the conventional systems.
determined by concatenating the motor on/off state data in addition to the acoustic features contaminated by the ego-noise. Then, preliminary training is accomplished to yield the bottleneck features, which are fed into the second DNN input, designed for primary acoustic modeling under ego-noise environments.
Finally, the second DNN is trained with the input including both the bottled features and acoustic features to fully represent the complex relationship between the audio signal and phoneme. In order to verify the performance of our new approach against the existing methods, experiments are extensively conducted on TIMIT corpus. The experimental results showed better performance in terms of phoneme error reduction (PER) reduction than the baseline models including [8] and the method that used only acoustic features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related works and the proposed methods are described in Section II and Section III, respectively. Section IV presents the experimental setting and shows results.
Then, Section V concludes the work. In the past several years, bottleneck features have been widely used in many tasks, such as speech recognition [10] [11] [12] , audio classification [13] , [14] , speech synthesis [15] and speaker recognition [16] .
II. BOTTLENECK FEATURES
The bottleneck features are generated from a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) or deep neural network (DNN) with a middle bottleneck layer having small number of hidden units compared to the other hidden layers.
This special hidden layer creates a constriction in the network to compress the task-related (classification or regression) information into a low dimensional representation. Therefore, the bottleneck features can be considered as nonlinear transformation and dimensionality reduction of the input features.
The bottleneck features can be derived using both unsupervised and supervised method. In unsupervised approach, classically, an autoencoder with one hidden layer trained to predicts input features themselves.
The network consists of an encoder and a decoder as shown in Fig. 1 . The autoencoder has three layers (input, output and hidden layer). The input vector of autoencoder x is encoded to hidden vector h by a nonlinear activation function σ, using learned weight matrix W (1) and bias vector b (1) as follows:
Then, the input vector is decoded from the hidden vector to produce a reconstructed vector x using learned weight matrix W (2) and bias vector b (2) as follows:
The autoencoder parameter θ = (
) is learned using back-propagation algorithm by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) loss as defined: Further, a stacked autoencoder can be used to extract bottleneck features, which are progressively encoded using successive hidden layers. Firstly, each layer is pre-trained as a shallow autoencoder and the learned hidden layer vector h l is used to learn the next hidden layer h l+1 . Then, fine-tuning on the entire stack of hidden layers is performed using back-propagation algorithm. This allows each hidden layer to provide different levels of representation for the input feature. In stacked autoencoder, the hidden vectors are computed as in (1), for l = 1, 2, . . . , L:
where h 0 is the input vector x and L denotes the number of hidden layers of stacked autoencoder.
In the supervised approach, bottleneck features are created by an MLP trained to predict the class label (e.g. phoneme states) as shown in Fig. 2 . MLP is feed-forward neural network made of an input layer, output layer, and at least one hidden layer. Usually, for a classification task, the softmax function is adopted to convert the values of arbitrary ranges into a probabilistic representation as defined by
where K is the number of elements in y. The learning process attempts to minimize the prediction error L(x, x) with respect to the parameter θ = (
Typically the loss function in MLP is the cross entropy error function [17] . The supervised method can create a valuable information for classification task. These bottleneck features provide more effective information while preserving enough information of the original input features.
III. PROPOSED METHODS
A. Motor on/off state data Since instantaneous motor state information of the robot is intuitively useful for handling the ego-noise problem, in this paper, we fuse acoustic information obtained from spoken utterances and the motor state information brought by the instantaneous motor on/off state data into a single framework. To do this,
we propose a method to use the motor state data as auxiliary features, trains the bottleneck features.
The motor data derived from the robot can be classified into a basic operation state in which only the fan and the motor are turned on ("motor off"), and a motion state in which the robot shakes its head or body according to the human command ("motor on"). Our robot transmits auxiliary information with the basic operation state as "state off" and the other state as "state on". This auxiliary feature can be observed at each frame and contains instantaneous internal state information of the humanoid robot. The concatenated input with conventional spectral features x = [x; o] is used for bottleneck feature learning.
B. Extracting motor state dependent bottleneck features The elementary question is to how we fuse the motor data into the conventional acoustic features.
Herein, we propose to extend the bottleneck feature-based ASR method, motivated in [5] , [11] . The key novelty is to learn the motor state dependent bottleneck features based on additional instantaneous motor data. In this work, 4 hidden layers of structure including bottleneck layer was selected on both unsupervised and supervised methods as shown in left-hand of Fig. 4 . The MFCC and auxiliary features the motor state information that is needed to build ego-noise robust speech recognition system. We will investigate the performance of various such system configurations in the next section.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Corpus Description
In order to evaluate the proposed approach, we conducted experiments with a JIBO humanoid robot which has 3 full-revolute axes [2] . A brief specification of the robot is introduced in Table I . We consider a scenario in which humans interact with a robot while the robot shakes his head. To simulate noisy environments in the humanoid robot, we recorded ego-noises using the single microphone located at the front side of the head. These noise signals involve two types: fan noise and movement noise. The mixing is conducted at various signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels including 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB, depending on the distance between the speaker and robot. These mixtures were then used to train and evaluate the ego-noise robust ASR algorithms described above. Our experiments were conducted on the TIMIT database [18] divided into three subsets: 3969 utterances as training set, 400 utterances as development set, and 192 utterances as testing set. The waveform sampling rate of the corpus and the recorded noises was 16 kHz. We then measured the proposed algorithm in terms of phoneme error rate (PER) under the aformention environments.
B. Experimental Setup
In our experiments, the Kaldi toolkit [19] was utilized to train the bottleneck network and the acoustic model. The systems implemented and used for comparison in our experiments are as follows:
1) DNN (MFCC):
A baseline system using no motor data but conventional spectral features, obtained from the spoken utterances, as the input features for training acoustic model.
2) DNN (MFCC + motor data):
A second baseline system using auxiliary features in addition to the conventional spectral features as the input features. The auxiliary features were given by the one-hot representation of the motor on/off state information.
3) BN-DNN-PHN (MFCC + BN-PHN):
The proposed system using motor state dependent bottleneck features as auxiliary features. The ego-noise adaptive features, rather than the simple one-hot representation of motor data, were combined with conventional spectral features and used to train acoustic model.
In order to extract ego-noise adaptive features, the one-hot encoded motor state data and the spectral features were utilized for the input features and phoneme (PHN) states were employed for the output features.
4) BN-DNN-MS (MFCC + BN-MS): Same as BN-DNN-PHN except the output features of the bottle-
neck network were one-hot representation of motor state (MS) data. It was trained to classify the motor on/off state of the robot.
5) BN-DNN-MFCC (MFCC + BN-MFCC):
Same as BN-DNN-PHN except the output features of the bottleneck network were original MFCC features. It was considered as an autoencoder.
All the systems described above employed the same structure of acoustic model having 5 hidden layers each of which has 512 hidden units. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation functions were used in the lower layers, and a softmax function at the output layer. For the conventional spectral features, 13 dimensional MFCC features were extracted using 25ms analysis window with 10 ms frame shift. As for the input of acoustic model, in the baseline systems, the MFCC features stacked with 11 adjacent frames were used and the additional one-hot representation of the motor data was used for the second baseline system. (13 × 11 = 143-dim. for the first baseline system and 15 × 11 = 165-dim. for the second respectively.)
In the proposed systems, the additional bottleneck networks with 4 hidden layers were trained separately. To compare the effect of the various bottleneck features, experiments were performed with different output features, bottleneck layer dimensions and bottleneck layer positions. Firstly, the PHN, MS label and original MFCC features were compared as output features. The sigmoid and tanh activation functions were used for classification and regression task, respectively. Also, the bottleneck sizes of 40-dim and 80-dim were compared. Finally, we varied the placement of the bottleneck layer from the bottom hidden layer (position 1) to the top hidden layer (position 4). For all the bottleneck networks, stacked MFCC and auxiliary features ((13 + 2) × 11 = 165-dim.) were used for input. Then, the extracted motor state dependent bottleneck features were combined with the spectral features again and used to train the acoustic model as shown in Fig. 4 . Table I and II present the PER results on the "motor on" and "motor off" state, respectively. It is worth noting first that the motor state data shows a better recognition performance on the both states. In particular, the auxiliary features, generated by using the bottleneck network, yielded superior performance when compared to one-hot encoded vectors. It indicates that the bottleneck network can create more valuable representation of the motor state data by fusing along with the spectral features and being compressed. In addition, the effect of bottleneck layer position is presented in 
C. Experimental Results and Analysis
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel method to incorporate the instantaneous motor on/off state information into a ego-noise robust ASR system, which results in a better performance than exploiting no motor data. For this, we employed a bottleneck network to create motor state dependent bottleneck features to effectively integrate the motor data along with conventional speech signals. These ego-noise adaptive bottleneck features provide a significant improvement than one-hot encoded motor state features. We investigated the effect of output features of the bottleneck network and shown that the phoneme states classification output is most effective to extract ego-noise adaptive bottleneck features. Additionally, we compared the effect of the bottleneck layer position and concluded that the middle (second or third) layer is reasonable for the phoneme class and the first hidden layer is moderate for the others.
From the experimental results, we concluded that the robot's instantaneous motor state information is advantageous for human-robot communication. In particular, the bottleneck network can generate more valuable representation of motor data than one-hot encoding method. In a future work, more varied states of the robot will be considered as motor data, e.g. walking state, right/left arm rotating state, head shaking state, or multiple state.
